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GIRL MOST LIKELY 

 

Imogene (Kristen Wiig) is a failed New York playwright awkwardly navigating the 

transition from Next Big Thing to Last Year’s News. After both her career and relationship 

come to a halt, she’s forced to make the humiliating move back home to New Jersey with 

her eccentric mother and younger brother (Annette Bening and Christopher Fitzgerald).  

Adding further insult to injury, there’s a strange man (Darren Criss) sleeping in her 

old bedroom and an even stranger man sleeping in her mother’s bed (Matt Dillon). Through 

it all, Imogene eventually realizes that as part of her rebuilding process she must finally come 

to love and accept both her family and her Jersey roots if she’s ever going to be stable 

enough to get away from them. 

Girl  Most Likely  stars Kristen Wiig, Annette Bening, Matt Dillon, Darren Criss 

(“Glee”), Christopher Fitzgerald (Broadway’s “Wicked”) and Nathan Corddry (“Children’s 

Hospital,”). The film is directed by Shari Springer Berman and Robert Pulcini (American 

Splendor, The Nanny Diaries) from a script by Michelle Morgan (Middle of Nowhere).  

Producers are Mark Amin, Alix Madigan, Celine Rattray and Trudie Styler. Original 

music is by Rob Simonsen (Life of Pi, Little Miss Sunshine). Director of photography is Steve 

Yedlin (Looper, Brick). Editor is Robert Pulcini. Production designer is Annie Spitz (50/50, 

The Wackness). Costume designer is Tom Broecker (House of Cards, “SNL”).  

Executive producers are Miranda Bailey, Nadine DeBarros, Dan Frishwasser, Marra 

B. Gad, Steve Golin, Pamela Hirsch, Matthew Leutwyler, Michelle Morgan, Dylan K. 

Narang, Anne O’Shea and Kristen Wiig. Co-producers are Luca Borghese, Cynthia Coury 

and Hardy Justice. Associate producer is Arnaud Achour. 



 
ABOUT THE PRODUCTION 

 

As soon as producers Celine Rattray and Trudie Styler formed Maven Pictures in 

May 2011, they began scouring Hollywood for scripts that fit the vision they had developed 

for their new production company. Styler, producer of the eerie sci-fi fable Moon, directed by 

BAFTA Award winner Duncan Jones, and Rattray, producer of the Academy Award®-

nominated drama, The Kids Are All Right, wanted to focus on making female-driven films, 

with women directors and actors taking center stage.  

 “We decided to join forces and combine skills to form a new company,” says Styler. 

“Our goal is to make three pictures in the next two years. Girl  Most Likely  is the first out 

of the gate.” 

The enormous success of the hit comedy Bridesmaids caught the attention of many 

producers, including Rattray and Styler, who were more than eager to work with the movie’s 

breakout star, Kristen Wiig. When they contacted her agent, they learned she was committed 

to producing and starring in an original comedy by Michelle Morgan. 

“Kristen was one of the people we most wanted to work with,” says Rattray. “Then 

we discovered she was already really interested in a script that was fun, smart and immensely 

entertaining. We reached out right away.”  

“I don’t know too many people who don’t love Kristen Wiig,” says Styler. “We’re 

mega fans. We adored her on ‘SNL,’ as well as in Bridesmaids. When I read the script, I knew 

it had lots of appeal. Imogene, the main character, is trying to find herself amidst these 

glamorous Upper East Side partygoers, but they are not particularly great friends. She’s an 

outsider from New Jersey, which embarrasses her, and when she is set adrift by 

circumstances, she has to come to terms with who she really is.” 

The producers were also delighted to discover Morgan, a young writer who already 

had one film to her credit: Middle of Nowhere, a mother-daughter comedy starring Susan 

Sarandon. Morgan was inspired to create Girl  Most Likely  by her own living situation 

while making a transition from actress to writer.  

“To help with finances, I moved back in with my mother,” she remembers. “It was 

so generous of her to allow me to live there, but it was difficult to adjust to being back in my 



childhood home. We fought all the time. The situation was so miserable, it inspired me to 

write this.”  

Out of that painful moment in her life she fashioned a fresh and funny look at 

familial conflict, as Imogene learns to let go of the trappings she thought defined her in 

order to embrace herself and her family. “Michelle wrote great dialogue and created truly 

funny situations,” says Rattray. “The main character is in total denial of who she is. She is so 

ambitious and accomplished, but suddenly she gets sent back to this world she worked so 

hard to get away from. She is stripped of all the glamour she attained: the apartment, the 

boyfriend, the prestige. It’s touching to watch her learning to love her family again in order 

to learn to love herself.” 

By the time the script was finished, Morgan was happily living on her own and Girl  

Most Likely  began to make the rounds. “At the time, Kristen Wiig was best known for 

“SNL” and a couple lines in Knocked Up,” Morgan says. “Her agent contacted me to tell me 

she liked it and we had lunch together. The script resonated with her for a number of 

reasons and she very generously came on board, along with producer Alix Madigan of 

Anonymous Content.”  

Wiig responded to the script’s heart and humor and quickly agreed to star and 

produce. “Michelle is extremely talented,” says the actress. “She wrote a beautiful, funny, 

unique script. And when we met, we instantly clicked. We started talking about directors 

almost immediately.” 

Producer Madigan recommended talking to the directing team of Bob Pulcini and 

Shari Springer Berman, who had previously helmed American Splendor and The Nanny Diaries. 

“When we spoke with them over the phone about the script, it was a no-brainer,” says 

Morgan. “They are great collaborators.”  

Wiig agreed wholeheartedly. “We saw the film the same way from the start,” she 

says. “I was already a fan of American Splendor. They did just as amazing a job with this film, 

not to mention that they’re also just fun people to hang around with.” 

Morgan, Wiig, Berman and Pulcini worked on the script for several years before 

production began. “Development was always ongoing,” says Morgan. “Kristen is a very 

talented writer and she had ideas that we would incorporate. Shari and Bob had their own 

ideas. It’s very different from the script that I originally wrote. The great thing about 



moviemaking is the collaboration, especially if you love the people you are collaborating 

with.”  

Berman says the script made the seasoned co-directors laugh out loud, something 

they say rarely happens. “We thought Imogene was such a great character, especially with 

Kristen in the role. We were already huge fans, so this was a great opportunity to work with 

someone we admire.” 

The director was also excited by Maven Pictures’ female-centric mandate. “The 

script has great, unconventional female characters in both Imogene and Zelda, her mother,” 

she notes. “And as a woman, I appreciated the unusual experience of working with 

producers and writers who are all women.” 

 Pulcini was drawn to Morgan’s unique comic voice, which lends the film a quirky 

and personal style. “Plus, it’s always a pleasure to have an actor attached that you imagine in 

the role when you first read the script. Kristen was perfect for this.” 

Working with a duo of directors was a first for everyone involved with Girl  Most 

Likely . “I admit I was a little bit nervous about how it would work,” says Rattray. “Shari 

and Bob write together, they direct together and they have been married for years. They are 

fantastic collaborators. Usually you have one creative leader, but they divide and conquer. 

Bob takes care of the technical side and works primarily with the crew and the camera 

department. Shari is a wonderful nurturing mother figure to everyone on the set, and tends 

to work more with the actors.” 

A directing team is unusual, and a husband and wife directing team is even more so, 

according to Styler. “Shari and Bob are a remarkable couple. They seem to finish each 

other’s sentences. Their films have an original feel that sets them apart. And they care about 

the actors’ experience on the set. Before I was a producer, I was an actor and I like actor-

centric directors.”  

 After years of working together, Pulcini and Berman have developed an almost 

uncanny creative connection. “They really understand each other’s tastes and preferences,” 

says Rattray. “At the end of a take, they look at each other, then Bob rushes to the camera to 

give notes, and Shari rushes to the actors to give notes. They were always on the same page. 

It ended up being a very productive way to work.”  

With a winning script, an outstanding cast and a pair of creative leaders at the ready, 

the producers were able to move quickly to make the film a reality. “Kristen had a short 



window of time before she had to get back to ‘SNL,’” says Rattray. “It was one of those 

crazy situations where we had to start preproduction before the deals were firmly in place 

either for Kristen, the filmmakers or the writer. We just kind of winged it.”  

“The schedule was the biggest challenge,” agrees Pulcini. “Kristen had a tiny window 

before ‘SNL’ started. Bridesmaids had just been released. Shari and I were still mixing the 

movie we had just finished. It was exhilarating too, because the schedule was so tight and it 

wasn’t made for a lot of money. We couldn’t spend a lot of time talking about things, we just 

had to do them.”  

Imogene’s longing for acceptance—and eventual self-acceptance––is at the heart of 

Girl  Most Likely ’s  off-beat humor and poignancy, says Berman. “Ultimately it’s a story 

about feeling comfortable in your own skin. Imogene starts out being something she isn’t 

and comes to find a way to be happy with who she is. That’s a pretty universal story.”   

“I hope everyone has a ball watching it,” adds Rattray. “It’s a multigenerational film 

that people can watch together, a great movie to see with parents and grandparents. There’s 

a lovely message about learning to embrace your history and your loved ones.”   

  



 
FRIENDS AND FAMILY  

 

One of the delights of Michelle Morgan’s screenplay is the assortment of oddballs 

and eccentrics she has assembled to represent the two sides of Imogene’s life. “The 

screenplay is very character-driven, which is something I’m always drawn to,” says Wiig. “All 

the characters are so interesting. You don’t see those kinds of personalities that often and it 

makes for a really interesting story that is funny, without trying to be.”  

Wiig brings her own accessibility and empathy to the character of Imogene, who 

could, her creator admits, have been a bit unsympathetic as she reverts to childish ways 

when returned to her childhood environment. “Kristen is relatable no matter what she’s 

doing,” says Morgan. “She’s so warm and sincere. I can’t see anyone else playing Imogene. 

The character is so flawed that, in someone else’s hands, there are moments when you 

wouldn’t have liked Imogene. Kristen inspires such compassion that it works. I feel 

extremely lucky that someone as cool and talented as her would even agree to say the words 

I’ve written.”  

The actress always saw more in the character than just an awkward, funny girl with 

wacky mother issues. “As skilled as she is at broad comedy, Kristen is also really good at 

finding the truth at the heart of a character,” says Pulcini. “It makes the funny stuff funnier 

if it’s couched in something real.”  

Playing Imogene also takes Wiig in a new direction professionally, says Rattray, one 

that will reveal the actual depth of her talent. “Kristen Wiig has proven herself to be the 

most talented comedic actress of her generation,” says Rattray. “And she’s a fabulous 

dramatic actress to boot. I think she was interested in this role because it had more dramatic 

content than what she’s done in the past. She liked where it stood in the combination of 

dramatic versus comedic moments.”  

Wiig approached the project with a work ethic that set the bar high for her co-

workers. She was never content to be a producer in name only. “She’s incredibly hard 

working,” Rattray says. “She gave her all at all times and was a very active producer for the 

film. She cared about every single issue, including casting, and she was generous with her 

creative opinions.” 

Wiig says her own experiences and insecurities as a writer gave her a window into 

Imogene’s head. “Imogene had the opportunity to write a play, but she put it off because she 



was scared it wouldn’t be good enough. That’s something a lot of writers feel. For me, sitting 

down to write means being vulnerable. You have to show it to someone else and you are 

always wondering if it’s going to be good. I have that fear, so I relate to her procrastination. 

It’s something you have to fight through.”  

At the beginning of the movie, Imogene is leading the life that she thought she 

always wanted, but she manages to lose her European beau, society girlfriends and literary 

cachet in short order. “She’s always believed that happiness depends on social status and 

having money,” Wiig says. “After the breakup with her boyfriend, she loses all of that. She 

goes into a downward spiral, but she discovers what’s really important through the family 

she tried to leave behind.” 

 Her long-held dreams of artistic success and social status complicate Imogene’s real-

life relationships, explains Morgan. “Growing up she always wished she was part of another 

family—people who spoke in a different way and valued different things. When she became 

an adult she could choose her friends and she chose the people she fantasized about as a 

child. Reunited with her family, she begrudgingly starts to realize that they have a lot more 

heart than anyone else in her life. They’re good people and she’s a lot more like them than 

she wants to admit. When she makes peace with that, her life goes in a much more positive 

direction.” 

Four time Oscar® nominee Annette Bening plays Zelda, Imogene’s free-spirited 

mother, a gambling-addicted, unapologetic Jersey girl who long ago stopped trying to make 

sense of her daughter’s lofty ambitions. The character is a hilarious departure for the actress, 

better known for portraying elegant and sophisticated women.  

“For Annette, this is going completely against type,” says Rattray. “She wanted to do 

something different, but not a caricature or a ‘Jersey Shore’ type performance. It took a lot 

of heart and she committed totally. Annette was talking with a Jersey accent even when she 

was off camera.” 

It’s also a rare opportunity for Bening to show off her considerable comic chops. 

“She’s one of the great actors of our time and she doesn’t do comedy often enough,” says 

Pulcini. “Annette wanted to get this right, so she spent time in Ocean City, doing research 

and sampling the pizza. Like Kristen, she wanted to make her character real, which is always 

funnier.” 



Wiig can’t say enough positive things about working with Bening. “I’ll talk about 

Annette Bening as long as you want,” she says. “I was such a huge fan of hers before we did 

this movie and now I’m even more so. Besides being an incredible talent, she’s just a 

beautiful person. Being able to do scenes with her is one of the highlights of my career. I feel 

really honored that we got to work together.”  

Rattray, who worked with Bening on The Kids Are All Right, is just as enthusiastic. 

“She is a class act and such a talent,” the producer says. “Whenever she walks on the set, she 

makes it a happier place. Annette was our first choice for the role, and luckily for us, she is a 

huge fan of Kristen, so she responded very quickly.”  

Over the course of the film, Imogene’s relationship with Zelda changes drastically, as 

the daughter discovers information that forces her to view her mother’s foibles through new 

eyes. “In the beginning, we find out they haven’t seen each in something like eight years,” 

says Wiig. “When they are reunited, they’re strangers who have to find each other again and 

the way it happens is quite beautiful. Imogene thinks of herself as very different from her 

mother and has a lot of resentments she has never dealt with. Now, as an adult, she’s forced 

to look more closely, and they end up coming together on the other side of it.”  

 Not that Zelda will ever win the Mother of the Year award. “When we first meet 

Imogene and Zelda, their relationship can only be called catastrophic,” says Styler. “There’s 

been a lot of water under the bridge, due in no small part to Annette Bening’s character’s 

predilection for gambling, her OCD and the withholding of important information about 

Imogene’s father.  

“There’s a lot we shouldn’t like about Zelda,” Styler continues. “But Annette brings 

such warmth and humanity to the role. We see from the mother’s point of view that she had 

to juggle a lot of balls. She did the best she could with what she’d been given. I don’t know 

one family that can’t claim some dysfunctionality, but there’s an awful lot of love here as 

well.”  

A major point of conflict between Imogene and her mother is Zelda’s live-in 

boyfriend, the improbably named George Bousche. Zelda’s latest paramour is a self-

professed covert agent with an unlikely story for every occasion and a habit of disappearing 

without explanation.   

Screenwriter Morgan recalls that during the period she lived with her mother as a 

young adult, her mother had a new boyfriend who spent a lot of time in their house. “He 



told outlandish stories that I couldn’t believe were true, which is how Zelda’s boyfriend, the 

Bousche, came to be.” 

Matt Dillon plays the Bousche with the offhand charm and goofy conviction that 

will remind audiences what a skilled comic actor he is. “This role is reminiscent of the 

comedies he did earlier in his career, like There’s Something About Mary,” says Rattray. “It was 

really fun to work with him on that role. He has a way of saying outrageously unintelligent 

things with such sincerity and intensity that he steals the scene.”  

“We’ve been huge fans of Matt’s since his first films,” says Berman. “He is often 

underappreciated as a comic actor, so this was a fun opportunity to show how much he can 

do. He and Annette have great chemistry so they are even funnier when they’re together.” 

Adds Styler: “He’s just terrific. I can’t even think about his performance without 

laughing.”   

Despite the hilarity of his performance, Dillon took the espionage angle of character 

seriously, say the directors. “Matt did a lot of homework about the CIA,” Berman notes. 

“He really immersed himself in the role, which was a lot of fun. He had strong ideas about 

what his character should wear—and the nunchucks were his idea.”  

The actor often stayed in character between takes and kept cast and crew in stitches 

with wild descriptions of his crazy adventures in espionage. “Matt is so funny,” says Wiig. 

“He had everyone laughing on set constantly. I’m really excited for people to see him in this 

role.”  

Returning to the familial home is one rude shock after another for Imogene. Not 

only has Zelda stashed most of her remaining belongings in a remote corner of a dank cellar, 

she has also rented Imogene’s room out to Lee, played by Darren Criss. Initially put off by 

the interloper, Imogene soon falls for the undeniably handsome young boarder.    

Because Lee has a job in an Atlantic City revue impersonating pop stars, the role 

required someone with singing and dancing talent, as well as great looks. Criss, who stars in 

the hit television series, “Glee,” fit the bill.  

“I’d never watched ‘Glee’ but I did a YouTube search and found an interview where 

he sang the answers with his guitar,” says Pulcini. “He seemed like he would be perfect for 

the role and a great foil for Kristen. When he auditioned, we knew he was the guy.” 

  “Darren was the perfect person for the role,” offers Wiig. “He had to sing, be 

charming, and he’s just so sweet and really, really funny.”  



 

The film is a career benchmark for Criss: his first big-screen role. “We auditioned a 

bunch of young guys to find a complement to Kristen,” says Rattray. “We were looking for 

someone young and fresh, who is a great singer-dancer and an unlikely romantic match who 

somehow suited her. Darren is very dynamic. We were unanimous that he was the right guy 

for it and it’s the perfect first film role for him.”  

Because of his commitment to “Glee,” Criss commuted between Los Angeles and 

the East Coast film set. “It seemed like he would no sooner arrive than he would be back on 

the plane,” says Styler. “He’s somewhat of a hero as a cast member and a delightful human 

being, besides being so talented. I know I’ll be watching Darren’s work for a long time to 

come.”  

The actor found a lot of parallels between himself and his character, right down to 

their taste in automobiles. “As we were shooting he would say, I’m so much like this guy!” 

says Berman. “At one point, he said, ‘I used to have the car that Lee drives!’ We were so 

pleased to work with someone with that kind of enthusiasm and drive. We threw him in with 

major movie stars and he kept up with everybody.”  

In addition to the film’s major roles, Girl  Most Likely  is loaded with hilarious 

supporting performances, including veteran actor and director Bob Balaban as a mysterious 

figure from Imogene’s distant past, and Christopher Fitzgerald, a well-known stage actor 

whose credits include “Wicked” on Broadway, as her crustacean-obsessed brother. “I love 

Christopher Fitzgerald’s portrayal,” says Styler. “As extreme as the character is, I found him 

the most truthful of all the family members.” 

Wiig agrees with that assessment, adding that she can’t wait for audiences to see 

Fitzgerald in the film, and calling him, “one of the most brilliant actors I’ve worked with and 

one of the funniest people I know.”  

Writer Michelle Morgan returns to acting in the film as Georgina, one of Imogene’s 

circle of well-heeled frenemies. An East Side “It Girl,” Georgina’s social status relies on her 

relationship with queen bee Dara, who has declared Imogene persona non grata. 

“Georgina is one of Dara’s minions,” she says. “She worships her and agrees with 

everything Dara says. If Imogene is out of favor with Dara, that’s how it is with the whole 

group.” 



 Morgan was delighted to appear in the film, although she says watching the film 

come together each day was the real thrill. “I was on set for most of the shoot, but, as the 

writer, you kind of have to stand back,” she notes. “They gave me a chair to sit in and I got 

to watch it come to life.”  



 

FROM THE UPPER EAST SIDE TO THE JERSEY SHORE 

 

Girl  Most Likely  is set in two wildly divergent worlds: the glitzy, privileged 

environs of New York City’s Upper East Side Gold Coast, populated by trust-fund kids, 

hedge-fund managers and literary strivers, and the working-class world of the Jersey Shore, 

where a night out means hitting the Boardwalk for a slice and some saltwater taffy. The first 

is where Imogene hoped, dreamed and finally willed herself; the second represents her 

considerably humbler origins and her current failures. 

Between them, Berman and Pulcini bring an intimate familiarity with each of those 

places. “I grew up in New York,” says Berman. “And we live in New York now. We’ve been 

to the Lotos Club, the exclusive literary club where the opening party takes place, many 

times. The New York part of the shoot was easy for me, but I wasn’t familiar with the Jersey 

Shore.”  

On the other hand, Pulcini’s parents had a home in Ocean City, New Jersey, so he 

knew the area well. “I was shocked to discover the writer was from Los Angeles, because she 

got it so right,” he says. “Clearly, she’s a New Yorker at heart.”  

The Jersey Shore scenes were shot in Ocean City, located 20 minutes south of 

Atlantic City and a world away from the Manhattan life that Imogene covets, as well as in 

classic New Jersey beach towns, Long Beach and Seaside Heights, and the Rockaways in 

Queens.  

“We had some crazy weather—a hurricane and an earthquake, a lot of extreme 

natural things,” says Berman. “An earthquake in that area is obviously rare. The house we 

were using in the Rockaways really shook. And we were evacuated during Hurricane Irene. 

Whole sections of New York City were evacuated. We lost a couple of shoot days and the 

house we were shooting in was struck by lightning.”  

The next year was even worse for the area when Hurricane Sandy rolled through, 

destroying everything in its wake. “Sadly, just about every location where we shot was then 

hit by Hurricane Sandy,” says Berman. “It is really tragic, but at least we captured for 

posterity a place that is now forever altered.” 

The contrast between cosmopolitan Manhattan and workaday Ocean Beach 

exemplifies the conflict between what Imogene thinks she needs to be and the reality of her 



roots. “She is from a place that’s the antithesis of the Upper East Side culture he’s been 

trying to fit into,” says Berman. “That effort has blinded her to the beauty in her upbringing 

and the uniqueness of the world she came from.”  

That is, until she reluctantly returns and begins to embrace the fact that there really is 

“no place like home.”  

“We tried to use references to The Wizard of Oz, because we felt she had to go on her 

own journey to appreciate her personal Kansas,” says Berman. “There are overt references, 

like the opening scene, and some smaller ones. For example, she always wears red shoes 

when she’s on her journey.”  

“There are visual cues, as well as some musical ones,” adds Pulcini. “Bob Balaban is 

very wizardly when she finally meets him. We hope audiences have fun trying to spot the 

references.”  

And in the end, Imogene discovers some important truths about herself, her family 

and friends, and her talent that will define her future. “It’s a really great story about family, 

and more specifically, about mother-daughter relationships,” says Wiig. “Imogene learns 

something really special. It’s essential to stay connected to people who have been important 

at every stage of your life.”  

Styler lauds the film’s ability to blend that crucial life lesson with zany humor. “It’s a 

touching comedy that has a strong emotional core,” she says. “It speaks to families who, in 

the final analysis, are there for each other come hell or high water, but who struggle to come 

to terms with who they are as individuals. Imogene’s journey helps her realize that her family 

has been there for her all along. People love her for who she is, regardless of whether she’s a 

successful writer or not. There’s a strong message for humanity wrapped up in a gorgeous 

comedy.”  



 
 

ABOUT THE CAST 

 

KRISTEN WIIG (Imogene) recently finished her seventh and final season as a 

cast member on NBC’s revered “Saturday Night Live.” Throughout her time on the show, 

Wiig received four Emmy Award® nominations for Outstanding Supporting Actress in a 

Comedy Series. She played such memorable characters as the excitable Target Lady, 

Lawrence Welk singer Dooneese, the irritating one-upper Penelope, House Speaker Nancy 

Pelosi and Suze Orman, among others.  

Wiig voices Lucy Wilde in the much-anticipated sequel Despicable Me 2, starring Steve 

Carell. She recently wrapped production on Anchorman: The Legend Continues, opposite Carell, 

Paul Rudd and Will Ferrell. The comedy hits theaters December 20th. 

Later this year, Wiig stars opposite Ben Stiller in The Secret Life of Walter Mitty. Based 

on James Thurber’s classic story, the film chronicles the story of a daydreamer (Stiller) who 

escapes his anonymous life by disappearing into a world of fantasies filled with heroism, 

romance and action. When his job and that of a co-worker (Wiig) is threatened, Walter takes 

action in the real world and embarks on an extraordinary adventure. Directed by Stiller, the 

film will be released on Christmas Day.  

Wiig is now in production on IFC’s six-episode miniseries “The Spoils of Babylon,” 

produced by Will Ferrell and Adam McKay, which chronicles the sexy and dramatic lives of 

a family who made their fortune in the oil business. Wiig stars opposite Tobey Maguire as 

characters who run the company while fighting their feelings for one another. The series will 

debut in early 2014.  

Last year, Wiig appeared in two independent films: Liza Johnson’s Hateship, Loveship, 

co-starring Guy Pearce and Hailee Steinfeld, and Craig Johnson’s The Skeleton Twins, with Bill 

Hader of “SNL.”  

In 2011 Wiig starred in the critically acclaimed breakout film of the summer 

Bridesmaids, which she co-wrote with Annie Mumolo. Directed by Paul Feig and produced by 

Judd Apatow, the comedy became Apatow’s highest-grossing production to date. Wiig was 

nominated in the Best Original Screenplay category for Academy Award, WGA and BAFTA 

honors. She was also nominated for a Golden Globe Award® in the Lead Actress in a 



Comedy or Musical category. The film received a Golden Globe nomination for Best 

Motion Picture: Comedy or Musical as well as a SAG Award nomination for Outstanding 

Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture. 

Wiig captured audiences’ attention and received critical praise as Katherine Heigl’s 

passive-aggressive boss in Judd Apatow’s smash-hit comedy Knocked Up. Additional film 

credits include Friends with Kids, Paul, All Good Things, Despicable Me, MacGruber, How to Train 

Your Dragon, Extract, Whip It!, Adventureland, Ghost Town and Walk Hard.  

On the small screen, Wiig appears in seven episodes of the recently revived 

“Arrested Development,” for Netflix. Previously, she guest-starred on the Emmy-winning 

NBC series “30 Rock” as well as HBO’s “Bored to Death” and “Flight of the Conchords.” 

Wiig also stars in the Cartoon Network’s reboot of “The Looney Tunes Show,” supplying 

the voice of Bugs Bunny’s gal pal, Lola Bunny, which earned her an Emmy nomination for 

Outstanding Voiceover Performance. 

A native of Rochester, New York, Wiig worked as a main company member of the 

Los Angeles-based improv/sketch troupe “The Groundlings” before joining the cast of 

“SNL.”  

Wiig currently resides in New York City. 

  

ANNETTE BENING (Zelda) is a two-time Golden Globe winner and star of the 

2010 critical and commercial sensation The Kids Are All Right, alongside Julianne Moore and 

Mark Ruffalo. Her role as Nic earned Bening Golden Globe and New York Film Critics 

Circle awards. She received nominations for the Oscar, SAG, Critics Choice and 

Independent Spirit awards in the Best Actress category. More recently, Bening appeared in 

Ruby Sparks, alongside Paul Dano, Zoe Kazan and Antonio Banderas, and Sally Potter’s 

Ginger & Rosa, with Elle Fanning. Next up for Bening is The Face of Love, co-starring Robin 

Williams and Ed Harris. 

For her role in American Beauty, Bening received both Academy Award and Golden 

Globe nominations for Best Actress. This performance also earned her SAG and BAFTA 

awards. Bening played the title role in Being Julia, a role that marked her third Oscar 

nomination. For this performance, she was also named Best Actress by the National Board 

of Review, won the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Motion Picture: Musical or Comedy 

and received a SAG Award nomination.  



Bening has been honored with lifetime achievement awards at the Deauville, Boston, 

Palm Springs and Chicago film festivals. She also received the Donostia Prize at the San 

Sebastian International Film Festival. Most recently, Bening was honored with the Actress of 

the Year award at the Hollywood Film Festival and the American Riviera Award at the Santa 

Barbara Film Festival. 

Bening made her feature-film debut in the comedy The Great Outdoors, alongside Dan 

Aykroyd and John Candy. For her role in The Grifters, Bening received her first Academy 

Award nomination and was named Best Supporting Actress by the National Board of 

Review. She was nominated for the Golden Globe for Best Actress in a Comedy or Musical 

for her role in Rob Reiner’s The American President, opposite Michael Douglas. Running with 

Scissors netted Bening yet another Golden Globe nomination. 

Other film credits include Mother and Child, The Women, In Dreams, The Siege, Mars 

Attacks! Richard III, Love Affair, Bugsy, Regarding Henry, Guilty by Suspicion, Valmont and Postcards 

from the Edge.  

On the small screen, Bening starred in the HBO film “Mrs. Harris,” with Ben 

Kingsley. Her performance earned Emmy, SAG and Golden Globe award nominations. 

An award-winning stage actress, Bening has amassed theater credits that include the 

Anton Chekhov play “The Cherry Orchard” at the Mark Taper Forum in 2006 and Alan 

Bennett’s “Talking Heads” at the Tiffany Theater. She also played the title role in Henrik 

Ibsen’s “Hedda Gabler” at the Geffen Playhouse. Bening appeared in “Medea” at UCLA 

and “The Female of the Species” at the Geffen. For her role in “Coastal Disturbances,” 

originally at the Second Stage, then on Broadway, Bening received a Tony Award® 

nomination and won the Clarence Derwent Award for the outstanding debut performance 

of the season. 

Born in Topeka and raised in San Diego, Bening was enrolled at a local college when 

she got a job as a dancer in a pre-show outside San Diego’s famed Old Globe Theater. This 

led to a walk-on in a Shakespearean production and two plays with the San Diego Repertory 

Theater. 

Bening graduated from San Francisco State University and was accepted by the 

American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco, where she trained until joining the acting 

company. She appeared in both summer Shakespearean festivals and regional productions 

until her career took her to New York.  



 

MATT DILLON (The Bosche) has enjoyed a successful film career spanning 

more than three decades. From his breakthrough performance in The Outsiders to his 

hilarious turn as an obsessed private investigator in There’s Something About Mary, Dillon has 

proven himself to be one of the most diverse actors of his generation. 

Dillon displayed his versatility with an arresting performance in the critically 

acclaimed Paul Haggis drama Crash. Dillon won an Independent Spirit Award and earned 

nominations from the Academy, Golden Globes, SAG, Critics Choice Awards and BAFTAs. 

He shared in best ensemble cast awards from SAG and the Critics Choice Awards. 

Most recently, Dillon starred in Sunlight Jr., with Naomi Watts; Nothing but the Truth, 

opposite Kate Beckinsale and Vera Farmiga; Old Dogs, with John Travolta, Robin Williams 

and Kelly Preston; Armored, alongside Laurence Fishburne and Jean Reno; and Takers, 

opposite Chris Brown and Hayden Christensen. 

Previously, Dillon starred opposite Kate Hudson and Owen Wilson in You, Me and 

Dupree. He received glowing reviews for portraying Charles Bukowski’s alter ego in Factotum 

when the film premiered at the Cannes Film Festival. 

In 1990 Dillon won an Independent Spirit Award for his gritty performance as a 

drug addict in Gus Van Sant’s Drugstore Cowboy. From there he went on to star in such films 

as Ted Demme’s Beautiful Girls, opposite Uma Thurman and Natalie Portman; Cameron 

Crowe’s Singles, alongside Kyra Sedgwick and Bridget Fonda; In & Out, with Kevin Kline 

and Joan Cusack; Van Sant’s To Die For, with Nicole Kidman; and John McNaughton’s Wild 

Things, alongside Kevin Bacon and Denise Richards. 

Television credits include the HBO adaptation of Irwin Shaw’s “Return to Kansas 

City.” He co-narrated the documentary “Dear America: Letters Home from Vietnam.” 

Dillon wrote and made his feature-film directorial debut with City of Ghosts, in which 

he starred opposite Gérard Depardieu, Stellan Skarsgård and James Caan. Previously, Dillon 

directed a 1997 episode of HBO’s gritty prison drama “Oz.” 

Stage credits include “The Boys of Winter” on Broadway as well as the 

PBS/American Playhouse production of “The Great American Fourth of July and Other 

Disasters.” 

Dillon currently resides in New York. 

 



DARREN CRISS (Lee) is quickly emerging as a promising actor, musician and 

fashion icon (No. 1 on the GQ list of “Most Stylish Young Men in Hollywood”). He has 

gone from YouTube sensation to a multi-Billboard-charting musician and composer. As a 

songwriter, Criss has drawn upon his life, relationships and quirky outlook to pen heartfelt, 

raw but tender songs that range from soul, folk, rock and jazz to classic show tunes. Criss 

currently stars as Blaine Anderson on Fox’s Emmy and Golden Globe-winning series 

“Glee.”  

Criss recently made his Broadway debut as J. Pierrepont Finch in “How to Succeed 

in Business Without Really Trying.” With Criss as the leading man, the revival made just 

under $4 million, the most lucrative three weeks of its 11-month run. 

After making a splash as a guest star on the second season of “Glee,” Criss was 

quickly promoted to series regular. His breakout performance of Katy Perry’s “Teenage 

Dream” in his first episode debuted at No. 1 on the Billboard “Hot Digital Songs” chart for 

the first time in the show’s history and sold more than 200,000 tracks in its first week.  

Criss made his first major television appearance in 2009 as Josh Burton on ABC’s 

“Eastwick,” alongside Rebecca Romijn, Lindsay Price and Jaime Ray Newman. He also 

appeared on CBS’ “Cold Case.” 

The San Francisco native received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the 

University of Michigan, where he studied theater. In his senior year of college, Criss and his 

friends created a Harry Potter musical parody as a fun project for their classmates, friends 

and other Harry Potter fans. Along with starring as the boy wizard, Criss lent several of his 

songs to the show. Within weeks it had become a YouTube hit garnering millions of views 

and much attention in the world of musical theater. 

Soon thereafter, Criss and his writing partners started StarKid Productions. He has 

starred in, written and provided music and lyrics to StarKid titles such as “A Very Potter 

Sequel” and “Starship.” The StarKid brand has grown to become as popular as the shows 

themselves, spawning an enormous cult following around the world. The Chicago-based 

company recently wrapped their second national North American run, APOCALYPTOUR. 

Their first annual tour, The S.P.A.C.E. Tour (StarKid Precarious Auditory Concert 

Experience) took place in November 2011. Additional credits include “Holy Musical 

B@tman!” 



Criss and StarKid Productions appeared on the Billboard charts in four separate 

releases. These include the No. 1 spot on the Top Cast Album list for “Starship” and No. 11 

with their cast soundtrack for the original musical “Me and My Dick.” They charted No. 19 

among Top Compilations with “A Very StarKid Album” and hit No. 30 on the Heatseekers 

chart with Criss’ self-released EP “Human.” 

“Human” was released as an acoustic collection of five original songs that differed 

greatly from the more “Broadway-esque” music found on “Me and My Dick” and the pop-

rock stylings featured on “A Very StarKid Album.” 

When not writing music for StarKid, Criss continues to write music for himself as an 

artist. Pending time and availability, he plans to begin work on a full-length studio album.  

 

CHRISTOPHER FITZGERALD (Ralph) has enjoyed a 30-year performing 

career that began at age 5 when his mother, out of sheer desperation, enrolled him in a 

clown class. A diverse professional odyssey followed that has encompassed the arenas of 

theater, film, television and balancing large objects on his face. 

Fitzgerald starred on Broadway opposite Al Pacino in “Merchant of Venice” and 

played Og the lovesick leprechaun in “Finian’s Rainbow.” For the latter performance, he 

received both a Tony nomination and a Drama Desk Award. Other Broadway credits 

include “Young Frankenstein” (Tony, Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle nominations), 

“Wicked” (original cast), and “Amour” (Drama Desk nomination). 

Television credits include the WB’s “Twins” (series regular), NBC’s “Next Caller” (a 

2012 pilot) and PBS’ “The Electric Company.” Fitzgerald also appeared in the films Personal 

Velocity, directed by Rebecca Miller, and Dedication, directed by Justin Theroux. 

Off Broadway credits include “Gutenberg! The Musical!” (Actor’s Playhouse), 

“Stairway to Paradise,” “Babes in Arms” and “Broadway Bash” (City Center’s “Encores!”), 

“Observe the Sons of Ulster Marching Towards the Somme” (Lincoln Center), “Fully 

Committed” (Cherry Lane Theatre), “Saturday Night” (Second Stage, Drama Desk 

nomination), “Wise Guys” (New York Theater Workshop), “Corpus Christi” (Manhattan 

Theatre Club) and “The Cripple of Inishmaan” (Public Theater). 

Fitzgerald spent 11 seasons with the Williamstown Theater festival, where he began 

as an apprentice in 1993. In 2010 he starred there in an all-male version of “A Funny Thing 

Happened on the Way to the Forum” that was directed by his wife, Jessica Stone. His other 



Williamstown productions include “The Trojan Women 2.0,” “A Midsummer Night’s 

Dream,” “Where’s Charley?” and “Dead End.”  

Other stage credits include “The Beauty Queen of Lennane” at the Steppenwolf in 

Chicago (Joseph Jefferson nomination), “Springtime for Henry” at the Huntington in 

Boston (IRNE Award), and “Minsky’s” at the Ahmanson in Los Angeles (title character and 

Ovation nomination). 

Fitzgerald earned a bachelor’s degree in theater at Rollins College and an M.F.A. 

from the American Conservatory Theater in San Francisco. 

He currently resides in Brooklyn, New York, with his wife and two sons. 

 

MICKY SUMNER (Hannah) played the co-starring role opposite Greta Gerwig in 

Noah Baumbach’s film Frances Ha, which was seen at the 2012 Toronto, New York and 

Telluride film festivals before receiving a larger release in May. She has also been seen in 

such films as Missed Connections, winner of the Sarasota Film Festival Audience Award, 

opening night film of the Gen Art Film Festival in N.Y. and winner of Gen Art’s Audience 

Award. 

Previously, Sumner landed a cameo role as iconic rocker Patti Smith in Randall 

Miller’s CBGB, opposite Alan Rickman. Other film credits include I Have No Hold on You, 

This Is Not an Umbrella, We’re Going to the Zoo and Last Chance Harvey. 

Television credits include a recurring role in the Showtime series “The Borgias” 

(Season 1).  

Sumner was born and raised in England. Onstage, she was seen in “Think Global, 

F**k Local,” directed by Max Stafford-Clark at the Royal Court in London. Other theater 

credits include the recent Culture Project workshop of “The Seagull” (directed by Stafford-

Clark), “Tomorrow Morning,” “Hillbilly Women” and “Rumspringa.” She is a founding 

member of The Bleecker Street Company. 

Sumner graduated with a B.F.A. from Parsons School of Design in 2007. She 

currently lives in New York City. 



ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

 

ROBERT PULCINI (Co-Director) and SHARI SPRINGER BERMAN (Co-

Director) are an Oscar-nominated and Emmy-winning filmmaking team. In 2003 they wrote 

and directed American Splendor, recipient of such honors as the Grand Jury Prize at the 

Sundance Film Festival, the FIPRESCI Award at the Cannes Film Festival, the WGA Award 

for Best Adapted Screenplay and an Academy Award nomination for Best Adapted 

Screenplay.  

“Cinema Verite,” Berman and Pulcini’s most recent film, was made for television 

and received nine Emmy nominations including Best Movie and Outstanding Directing, with 

a win for Best Editing. In addition, this HBO production received three Golden Globe 

nominations, a SAG nomination as well as ACE and WGA wins. “Cinema Verite” stars 

Diane Lane, James Gandolfini and Tim Robbins. 

Other film credits include the Scarlett Johansson starrer The Nanny Diaries and The 

Extra Man, with Kevin Kline, Paul Dano and Katie Holmes. Berman and Pulcini’s award-

winning documentaries include Off the Menu: The Last Days of Chasen’s and The Young and the 

Dead. 

 

MICHELLE MORGAN (Writer) penned John Stockwell’s Middle of Nowhere, a 

dramedy starring Anton Yelchin, Willa Holland and Susan Sarandon. She has also worked as 

an actress, appearing in episodes of “CSI: Miami” and “American Dreams.” 

Morgan was born and raised in Southern California, where she had her very first 

panic attack at the age of 3. Annoyed by the never-changing good weather and 

misunderstood by her well-adjusted peers, she spent a vast portion of her childhood reading 

her mother’s Cosmopolitan magazines and creating elaborate storylines and inappropriate 

sexual situations for her Barbie dolls. In high school, Morgan learned how to type, during 

which time she also developed an abnormal fear of toxic shock syndrome and elevators, 

both of which plague her to this day. As an adult she found a way to put all of these things 

to good use by becoming a screenwriter.  

In 2009 Morgan made Variety’s “Top 10 Screenwriters to Watch” list and, per a 

reliable source, didn’t sleep with anyone to get on there. Her favorite actors are Kristen Wiig, 



Annette Bening and Matt Dillon. When she’s not writing, she loves staying at hotels and 

returning clothes. 

 

MAVEN PICTURES (Production Company) is a New York-based development, 

production and financing company founded by partners Celine Rattray and Trudie Styler. 

Styler is a filmmaker and BAFTA-nominated producer (Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels, 

Moon) and Rattray is an Oscar-nominated producer who won a Golden Globe for The Kids 

Are All Right. 

The company’s next release is Filth, based on the Irvine Welsh novel and starring 

James McAvoy, Jamie Bell and Jim Broadbent. Maven is in active development on numerous 

projects including With a Friend Like Harry, adapted from the acclaimed French film with 

Kim Peirce attached to direct; American Reaper, based on the groundbreaking graphic novel; 

A Fair Marriage, starring Sarah Jessica Parker; Second Act, featuring Julia Roberts; Object of 

Beauty, based on Steve Martin’s novel, with Amy Adams attached to star; Black Nativity, with 

Kasi Lemmons directing a cast that includes Jennifer Hudson and Angela Bassett; and Cancer 

Vixen, with Cate Blanchett set to star. 

  

 
 


